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so the next step is to convert all the subtitled video files to vob files. a vob file is a video file format that is used for the dvd format. so, if you want to create an.avi file from the vob format, you will have to use an.avi converter. the most popular of the.avi converters is the mplayer. the next
step is to add the subtitles to the.avi files. you can accomplish this task by using the dvd movie player. so, you can convert your.avi files to.mpg files using the dvd movie player. once the conversion is completed, you can put the subtitles on the.mpg files by using the dvd movie player.

the dvd movie player will have an option called subtitles that will show all the subtitles that are available for the file. you will have to place them on your.mpg files. the last step is to add the subtitles to the.mpg files. if you are using windows, then you can add the subtitles by going to the
windows dvd movie player. if you are using a mac, you can add the subtitles by opening the dvd movie player and going to the preferences window. there will be an option there called subtitles. you can also use this option if you are using the dvd movie player from the command line.

while its a welcome relief to know that the material, at least the dialogues, are in tamil, the musical prowess of the tamil film industry remains a secret. and a lot of the film is poorly lit, probably because the director, who is doing his first tamil film, doesnt know what he is doing. the
prologue, in which a distraught kundan (rajkiran) meets a fellow-crank zoya, is made up of shots of the stars walking around, which are really a major problem in a film that has a plot thickened by the action of walking, which in itself is impossible to imitate. (a crutch i encountered while
watching the hindi remake, and which was done with much greater finesse.)the heroine, played by zoya akhtar, is played by a very pretty nandana sen, but her only talent seems to be a thick, downcast frown; in many tamil films, a good dose of mirth and happiness makes a film more
watchable. but as i watched ambikapathy, i was struck by the awkwardness of its plot. after an episode or two, when the hero goes to bed with his new love, the next morning he has a bad hangover and drives his scooter (at 50, that is a stupid thing to do) and picks up his lover, who is
still at college, on the way. it isnt a plot we have seen before, not to mention in tamil. but it is the kind of stuff that makes you want to call up the director the minute its over and ask: after the scooter incident, why did zoya go back to kundan, knowing how unhinged he can get, what is

she doing embracing him after meeting the cm what, exactly, is running through her mind why does rashmi introduce kundan to her parents as the one who saved her brother, when all he did was find him by the railway tracks and haul him to a hospital
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